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Welcome to the SaskGames News Bulletin. We at SaskGames are working to strengthen the
gaming community in Saskatchewan by sending out a periodic bulletin to inform the gaming
community of events and other game related news.
Play On, Saskatchewan!
Looking For Group

The Marketplace

Member bio info and people looking for
game groups: HERE

The marketplace: Post items to buy, sell,
or trade HERE

2014 Gaming Goals

Sask Game Dev. Talent

Some members are sharing their 2014
gaming goals and progress HERE
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There is a section for showcasing
Saskatchewan made games & products
HERE

What’s Hitting the Table
Members share insights about games
that are hitting their table HERE

Game Store Directory
You can find a directory of Saskatchewan
game stores HERE
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Venues
Here is a listing of venues. Simply
put, venues are physical locations
where games are played.
ComicReaders (Downtown Regina)
Dragon’s Den Games (Saskatoon)
Tramps (Regina)
ChewsDay Challenge (Regina)
Strategy Saturday (Regina)
Prairie Game eXpo (Regina)
Wokbox (South Regina)
Miscellaneous Events
ALBERTA Events
MANITOBA Events

Welcome To New Members
We would like to extend a welcome
to the new SaskGames members.
This is a list of members who signed
up during the previous month.
Welcome, and happy gaming!!
dholroyd

Viseran

Ramion

rolan

sterl

chelsealow

Zombiecore

madbaker

mlangenberger

link306

Nodecam

tamirtha

collectors edge

Thebluedragon

wframsey

Boulder
Golgotha

Skuchay

Dev Hyndman

grendelthebrave

tennburger
combo

JChass

kopper_koala

Keith U

Daniele Tropepe

woodforsheep

JRediger

bartizle92

BrittaniBruder

A.J

Trakata

The Chief

jscheel

Mac_auley

xFallenx

Kintaran

Cover Photo Credit
If you want to discuss this issue, feel free to join the discussion
or post your thoughts HERE

Next Issue will come out on May 18th, 2014
Submission Deadline is May 10th, 2014.
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Cover photo by Matt Robertson
of the Boardgame
War of the Ring: Collector’s Edition.
If you have a photo you have taken
and would like to showcase it, send
to Photos@SaskGames.com
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Welcome Message
Here we are with our third issue of the SaskGames Bulletin and I would like to use this opportunity to share with the community
that SaskGames is getting some much needed help. It is no secret that I have been the main driving force behind many of the
SaskGames series of initiatives. These include the website, ChewsDay Challenge, the 24 Hours to Play with Your Food charity
event, and now the newsletter. The community has grown so much that this is a fairly substantial set of projects now. The good
news is that there is a leadership team forming around all of these efforts. A number of passionate and dedicated folks are
getting involved. We are in the process of formalizing many positions and roles. The charity event will be bigger and better than
last year, the website will be getting some additional attention for members and venues, and most importantly, this publication
is getting a real boost.
Nicole Persram is taking on the challenge of Designer/Publisher for the newsletter. She has a host of skills and talents that are
very much needed as we grow this publication into solid hobby publication. Marc Bendig is our official editor, no small task
when faced with catching my grammar and spelling errors. I am excited to have them both on the team.
With all of these changes we made the decision to combine the March and April issues of the newsletter into one publication to
give us time to switch things over. Looking at the newsletter, I think you will agree that it was worth the wait.
Having a great leadership team and having a number of content contributors from around the globe will keep this newsletter
interesting, topical, and sustainable. Those three things are important for the vitality of what we are doing. The amount of
growth and support in the hobby is quite amazing, it is sure fun to be in the eye of the hurricane of this growth. We are in
the process of discussing many ideas for the future within our leadership team. Make sure to let us know if there are topics or
columns you would like to see. We are in our formative years, help us grow.
Cheers,
Matt Robertson
SaskGames Community

Play With Your Food

“Play with Your Food” has been established as a branded series of charity events.
The original idea was established as a means to assist food related charities
to help feed those in need of food and shelter. This idea has taken shape into a
movement by the boardgame community to continue on a path of giving. After all,
if we have the luxury to sit for a few hours and enjoy a leisure activity with friends,
we are among the richest and can pause to assist others in the community.
This has developed into an annual major event called “24 hours to Play with Your
Food”. SaskGames organizes and runs the event and has selected Souls Harbour
Rescue Mission as the benefactor. The inaugural event in 2013 was a tremendous
success and has paved the way for an enjoyable and successful annual event for
Regina. The partnership between SaskGames and Souls Harbour Rescue Mission is a great fit and we will continue to host this
event annually. Any questions or feedback can be sent to PlayWithYourFood@SaskGames.com
By Matt Robertson
Team registration is well underway and we now have 6 teams registered with 25 participants. That is quite amazing when you
consider the event is not until October. March and we are 25% filled up. WooHoo. There are a couple of ways to get involved.
(1) Enter a team of 1-6 people. Information on how to enter a team can be found HERE
(2) Pledge an existing team. Show your love for the community with a donation to a good cause. For a list of teams along
with links to their charity Giving Pages, click HERE
If you would like to join an existing team, post in the Team Roster thread and we can get you set up on a team. It is that easy.
Team Roster discussion is located HERE
Look for many fun events to start popping up as teams engage in their fundraising activities. Micro-Fundraising events focus on
putting the FUN in Fundraising. As corny as that may sound, we firmly believe that events that are a ton of fun to attend make
for a more sustainable fundraising model.
People not only want to support the cause, they really want to attend the events as well.
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Coming Events
Here is what is coming up in the next 30 days. This is copied directly from the SaskGames site. Click on any of the following
events to learn more. If you know of additional events, please make sure they get setup on SaskGames so they will automatically
appear here. If you want, SaskGames has a full Calendar of events that you can view online.
Dragons Den: Board Game Night - 18 Apr
ComicReaders Downtown: Kaijudo - 19 Apr
ComicReaders Downtown: Yu-Gi-Oh - 20 Apr
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (Sealed) - 20 Apr
Wok Box monday night gaming - 21 Apr
ChewsDay Challenge - 22 Apr
O’Hanlon’s Pub: Crokin-Ale Tournament - 23 Apr
Dragons Den: D&D Encounters - 23 Apr
Dragons Den: Warmachine/Hordes - 23 Apr
Dragons Den: MTG Casual Play - 24 Apr
Calgary Comic & Entertainment Expo - 24 Apr
ComicReaders Downtown: Magic (FNM) - 25 Apr
MW (Mid War) Flames of War Demo #1 @ Tramp’s - 25 Apr
Dragons Den: Board Game Night - 25 Apr
ComicReaders Downtown: Journey into Nyx - 26 Apr
Dragons Den: Warhammer Fantasy - 26 Apr
ComicReaders Downtown: Journey into Nyx - 27 Apr
Dragons Den: Pathfinder Society - 27 Apr
Dragons Den: Living Card Games - 27 Apr

Wok Box monday night gaming - 28 Apr
ChewsDay Challenge - 29 Apr
Dragons Den: D&D Encounters - 30 Apr
Dragons Den: Warmachine/Hordes - 30 Apr
Dragons Den: MTG Casual Play - 01 May
Dragons Den: Board Game Night - 02 May
Dragons Den: Warhammer 40K - 03 May
Fan Expo Regina - 03 May
Dragons Den: Living Card Games - 04 May
Dragons Den: D&D Encounters - 07 May
Dragons Den: MTG Casual Play - 08 May
MW (Mid War) Flames of War Demo #2 @ Tramp’s - 09 May
Dragons Den: Board Game Night - 09 May
FRAGCon 2014 - 09 May
Flames of War [Mid-War Tournament] @ Tramp’s - 10 May
Dragons Den: Pathfinder Society - 11 May
Dragons Den: Living Card Games - 11 May
Dragons Den: Warmachine/Hordes - 14 May
ComicReaders Downtown Escalation Tournament - 18 May

Upcoming
Conventions & Expos
Here is a list of Gaming Conventions and Fan Expos. This list
contains events that are both local and abroad. As events
get set up on the SaskGames website, these events will
link to the event listing and provide more details. There are
many fantastic events on the horizon for you to get your
gaming fix.These events provide a great opportunity to play
some of the longer epic games.
April 2014 - Calgary Comic & Entertainment Expo
May 2014 - FragCON – Regina, Saskatchewan
May 2014 - Fan Expo Regina – Regina, Saskatchewan
June 2014 - PrairieCON – Brandon, Manitoba
June 2014 - Prairie Game Expo – Regina, Saskatchewan

August 2014 - GenCON – Indianapolis, Indiana
September 2014 - ToonCON – Saskatoon, Saskatchewan

September 2014 - Prairie Game Expo – Regina, Saskatchewan
October 2014 - FallCON – Calgary, Alberta
October 2014 – 24 Hours to Play with Your Food – Regina,
Saskatchewan
November 2014 - BGGCON – Dallas, Texas
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Prairie Game Expo Jan 2014
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Don’t Be “That
Guy”
By Matt Robertson
We all know someone who is “That Guy” (or gal). The person
in the room that can drain the fun out of a clown party. This
section will be a series of tips and techniques that you can use
to make sure you do not become “That Guy”. Through careful
attention to these tips, we can all make sure we are not the
vampires sucking the enjoyment out of game gatherings with
friends.
Be able to take it on the chin. Some games have a lot of
player interaction; some of this interaction can be downright
bloodthirsty. If you are going to play games that accentuate
conflict, you better have a stiff upper lip. If a player makes a
move that hurts you, don’t take it personally. Sure, you may
moan and groan a little, but make sure it is all in good fun.
Additionally, launching on a campaign to make other players
feel guilt or remorse for attacking you will often have an effect
opposite of what you are seeking. It is the job of all players to

make optimal moves, whether it hurts you specifically or not.
I hope you deal with this well, almost all real gamers do. If you
are familiar with the term “slow gazelle”, then you may want to
think twice before your whiny reaction marks you as the slow
gazelle in the herd where lions are present.
When teaching a game to new players, try to give some
strategy insights during gameplay. You may very well be
able to pummel your opponents into the ground during play
but that is not a very enjoyable way for someone to learn a
new game. Vocalizing some of your own strategy as you play
and sharing what players can do to counter it will give them
a better initial experience and help them understand the
depth of the game. It will also give you a more challenging
gameplay session. If they enjoy their initial play of the game,
you will have invested in creating a play partner for many
future sessions. It is a sustainable way to approach the hobby.

Remember, don’t be, “That Guy”.

Through the Lens
Some boardgames are very pleasing to the eye when set up, it is great to capture some of those moments in pictures. Do you
have some game related photos you would like to share with the group? Send them to Photos@SaskGames.com

War Of The Ring
Matt Robertson
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THAT, my friends, is (finally) the
subject of this article.

Leave Those Kids Alone
By Tyler McLaughlin

Teaching Games is a Skill you might not have....
Board gaming as a hobby is an interesting choice of activity for one’s spare time.
Certainly there are aspects of the hobby one can enjoy independently, and there
are even a multitude of 1 player games available. But for most individuals who
choose this, it’s the social aspects of what we do that appeals. I found my way to
board games because I was at a point in my life where I needed to compromise my
time. I was married, with a child, lots of friends and a healthy interest in video games.
Unfortunately for me, the games I liked were mostly about 1 player running, jumping
and saving a princess. This is not really conducive to a group get together. It became
apparent that I didn’t have the time I used to for my wife, friends, family, kids and job
and my hobbies, something had to give.
So I made a choice. I knew that it was the game part I loved, not the video part as
much and I had a few board games already (Talisman, Nuclear War, Car Wars, Battletech). I realized that with board games, I could spend time with my wife, friends,
family and kids (sometimes all at the same time) and have them be a PART of my
hobby. I was pretty pleased with myself for coming to such a creative solution. I did
some research, found a few titles that interested me and began to inflict them on my
friends and family. One thing I never did have to think about though, was how to get
other people involved. That part was easy for me. It wasn’t until about a year later
when I decided to start a club (there’s a subject for a whole other article) and I realized
I was the only one in a room full of 15 people who knew the rules to these games.
So, I set about to teach everyone how to play something and everyone was on track
within an hour. The following week, I figured I would have less to do because I had
already taught some games to a few people. I assumed that things would organically
take off from there. I was an idiot.
Here are a few truth’s about most* of the people you know. Most* people are used
to being entertained latently (what I mean by that is that most* of the populace is
not willing to work for their fun. The level of effort they are willing to put in is to turn
on the T.V. or play games they don’t have to learn. And don’t kid yourself, REAL fun in
board gaming requires a bit more than that). Most* people don’t like to read manuals
of any kind and most* people couldn’t teach you how to find your arse with two
hands and a map. It takes a special sort of person to buy games for their game group.
Even more rare are those buying games who will actually read the rules and learn to
play. It’s the one in a million types who will buy games, learn em’ and can then convey
that information to a table full of people with different personalities and learning
styles in such a way that each player comprehends what you have said and then feels
competitive their first time out.
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As much as I may have implied in
other writings that what I do is a
public service, let’s not kid ourselves. I
want to play these games and I will do
what I have to to make that happen. I
am willing to invest more work in this
process than most other people and
I understand that. The other thing I
understand is that most* people are
completely oblivious to the effort I
put forth into ensuring the enjoyment
of others. Under a veil of altruism I
laugh and joke and make it fun and
casual, but really I’m working hard
to make sure everyone has a good
time. Because if they don’t, they won’t
play again. Who want’s to spend their
spare time doing stuff that isn’t fun?
And if they don’t have fun, I don’t get
to play my games. So let’s discuss
what you can do to make the process
of teaching a game fun, light hearted
and interesting for the people you are
trying to get on board. Ha, see what I
did there?
Where Possible, Know Your Audience
It is unlikely that you will be teaching
games to complete strangers, but
sometimes this happens. Choosing
the right games to play can be as
much a deciding factor in your
success as your ability to teach it. You
need ages. genders, previous gaming
experience (board, sports or video,
all are relevant here.) other hobbies,
occupations, personality types, etc.
The more information you can glean
beforehand about the people you
are playing with, the better. I’m not
suggesting you build an exhaustive
psychological profile of each
participant, but I think we can all agree
that knowing one of your players is a
14 year old girl who is colour-blind
and has no gaming experience other
than playing Canasta with Grandma
every other Sunday for the past 10
years might lead to you to different
game selections.... My point is that
the more you know about the people
you are sitting with, the more you
are able to make good choices about
how to spend that time.
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Know Yourself
Just might it be possible that you are
terrible at explaining games to people?
Is it also possible that you might have
a hard time admitting that? Let’s face
it, teaching is a skill that doesn’t come
naturally to most people. Just because
you understand a thing, doesn’t mean
you can teach others how to do it. Some
of the worst game explanations I have
ever suffered through have come from a
professional teacher! So let’s take a long
hard look in the mirror and think about
what we do well and what we need to
work on. I am very good at explaining
games, but I put a tremendous amount
of time and effort into the preparation.
Perhaps you need to as well, and hey, if
it’s for the enjoyment of the other players,
then your efforts will be rewarded with
more gaming, so why not? Or maybe
you aren’t terribly eloquent. Write some
index notes for yourself, or keep the rules
close by to keep you on track. The point
is, take some time to think about your
presence at the table, what you bring
and what you don’t and how to better
the experience for everyone. If teaching
a game is something you don’t think
you are capable of, then collaborate.
Perhaps you have a friend who is good at
teaching. Ask them for help getting your
new game to the table. I have friends
who hand me games all the time and
ask me to teach a group of their friends
to play.

to the table and walk through a turn or
two to see how it all comes together (I
am a tactile learner). I will then read the
rules a second time closer to game day
to reinforce what I have already learned
and to pick up some of the minutia I
might have missed in first reading. When
it comes time to actually play, I keep
the rules beside me for reference but I
rarely pick it up during the explanation.
If you want to see a group of people
having less fun immediately, put your
nose in the rules for 5 minutes during an
explanation. This needs to be seamless,
or you will lose them.

Guy”, you have an obligation to these
people to help them learn and some
of the best ways to do that is to joke
around, relate what the players are doing
within the game-scape to something
they already have experience with and
to remember to not take anything too
seriously. It’s just a game, after all. *wink*
Know who’s in charge

KNOW THE RULES

Every now and again, you will have a
player at the table who, shall we say,
lacks ‘social graces’. You need to reign this
person in as fast as possible if they present
an obstacle to the other players learning
the game. Frequent interruptions, not
listening, being a d-bag... You don’t
have time for any of this. If the player is
texting or on the phone, politely explain
that while you are going over the rules,
you would appreciate his/her undivided
attention for about 10 minutes. If that’s
not something he/she is willing to
do, than perhaps they would be more
comfortable waiting for the next game to
begin so they have time to sort out their
personal affairs. Make your expectations
known to all players so that everyone
has a clear understanding of what they
need to do to make the collaborative
experience of gaming a success. I’m not
suggesting you rule over the game with
an iron fist, but while you have your
teacher hat on, the other players need
to extend you the respect that position
deserves. How well would school have
gone for you if your teachers had no
control of the classroom?

You would think this would be obvious,
but apparently someone has to come
out and say this. I get that you’re excited
to play the new game that showed up
in the mail today, but if you are reading
the rules for the first time at the table as
you’re setting it up, this is a recipe for a
game played poorly and in the absence
of fun. When I get a game, my process
is usually something of a ritual. I open it
up and make sure that all the pieces are
there (you would be surprised how often
they are not...), punch, sort, cut, sticker
and just generally get the thing ready
to play. Using the rules, I will set up the
game. After familiarizing myself with the
pieces, I then go somewhere quiet and
read the rules. First time through, I’m just
getting a feel for the flow of the game
and the main mechanics. Then I return

In summary, these ideas don’t always
apply to everyone’s situation, but they
should at some point in your gaming
career. If you buy and play games, at
some point you should be bringing the
uninitiated into the fold as it is a service
to the hobby. In my mind, this is a good
way of giving back to the community and
will only help it to grow. You probably
have that “Alpha Gamer” in your group
doing most of the leg work to get this
stuff happening. At the very least, walk
up to this person and acknowledge
that what they do for the game group is
valuable and that you appreciate them.
Sometimes, a little boost like this can
keep an individual going for a few more
years and it will be that much longer
before you have to put in the effort on
your own.....
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To be clear, you do not need to memorize
the rule book, but you should be familiar
enough with it that referencing it for
what you need takes seconds. I’m not
saying this is always how it goes, or
that I never get a rule wrong or make
mistakes. Far from it, but I am saying that
this sort of preparation (or something
similar that better suits your style of
learning) will give you the confidence
you need at the table to do it right. Being
comfortable with the rules also gives you
the advantage of being able to focus on
what’s most important. Namely, making
sure the other players are as confident in
their understanding of things as you are.

Know how to have fun
Some of the worst experiences I have had
learning a game from someone else all
have one thing in common: the person
teaching me was super boring and
teaching the rules was clearly a chore
for them. I once sat at a table while a guy
just read the rule book out loud for ten
minutes. As it turns out, no one involved
enjoyed that game. Later on, one of the
players went on to develop a severe
shellfish allergy, most likely because of
this terrible attempt at teaching a game
to people.... probably. If you aren’t having
fun, no one else will be either. As “The
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Regina Couple
Falls In Love With
Backgammon
By Tom Caldwell
Dana and Kevin are a Regina couple who lead very
active lifestyles. Dana works in an office as a health
care administrator and follows a strict cardio and
strength conditioning regime. She loves movies,
baking, reading and playing slo pitch.
Her fiancé Kevin is a former Regina firefighter,
now studying electronics at SIAST. Kevin loves the
outdoors be it fishing, riding the skidoo, cycling,
hiking or gardening.
Dana was invited to Chewsday Challenge in May of
2013 to learn the game of backgammon. She lost
2 out of 3 games that night but fell in love with the
game. “The game was a lot quicker than I thought it
would be, I really enjoyed it” she told us. “I thought
that backgammon was one of those longer games,
you know how chess can go on and on.”
Dana took the game home and taught it to Kevin, who recalls playing backgammon as a kid. They bought a travel game and
started to play almost nightly in the summer of 2013.
Kevin likes backgammon for being able to “go super aggressive and try to take out the other player or go defensive and try to
hold people trapped.”
To this couple playing games is entertainment. “It’s stress relief, it’s time away from the TV, the computer” Dana says. “In the
summer we play a board game pretty much every evening. That’s our way to unwind, to enjoy the fresh air, to be outside. That’s
our time. The dog is out there, the bottle of wine is sweating on the table beside us.” Kevin adds “we’re playing a game for an
hour or two almost every evening that we can sit outside.”
Dana thinks she is the better backgammon player of the two. She likes to kick Kevin to the middle, to the curb, even if he doesn’t
like that too much. Sometimes she will drag the game out longer, “just because it’s fun – I like to be a jerk” she laughs. Kevin
states that they both have turns at winning. Dana beats him at Scrabble, he beats her at backgammon.
Kevin addresses the touchy subject of playing competitively against your spouse. “Someone is going to lose, someone is going
to be upset, or someone is going to be happy. It’s a lesson of life, deal with it and keep going” he suggests. It is all in good spirits
when they play.
Video games to Kevin are easily manipulated to make winning easier. He likes backgammon for the fact that you don’t always
get to win. You are playing against a person, against the dice and the opponent’s skill. “Any of these games that make you think,
make you plan ahead, they improve your concentration” he adds.
Dana bought Kevin a high end backgammon board for Christmas in 2013. Hand crafted walnut inlaid with oak and zebra
maple. “It’s absolutely beautiful” she says. They have taught her 8 year old nephew to play backgammon. He really likes the
game. Maybe they will all come out to Chewsday Challenge and learn another great game.
March/April 2014 - Sask Games Newsletter
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The Colour-Blind Gamer
Why Fixing the Colours May Not be Enough...
By Darren Bezzant
This post comes from a partial conversation that I had with a member of my game group, who also is a game designer.
Colour-vision deficiency is an interesting beast. It presents
differently in each individual. There are of course, ways to
group them, “Red-Green”, “Blue-Green”, etc, but I think it is
‘virtually’ impossible to design a game with colours that will
satisfy everyone.
It really comes down to use of symbols, shapes and patterns. If
you can apply some tangible, physical variables to the player
pieces and game components, you open your design up to a
wider audience.
Anyway, back to my story. John wanted to show me some
different meeples and cubes to see whether I could tell them
apart. There were a number of different colours and I took a
quick look and told him which ones I could tell apart. I didn’t
think much of it at the time.
The challenge of course, is that I was looking at the cubes from
my own personal deficiencies and the environment I was in at
the time. If the light level had changed, or I was paying more
or less attention, my answer could have been quite different.

Most games will always suffer from this problem, as it is too
expensive to make distinctive player colours, but as I have
discussed before, using dots, or stickers, or a sharpie marker,
can clean that up.
The challenge for me at least, comes from colour challenges
on the board, or on cards.
My most recent guilty party was Power Grid. I had a very
difficult time telling the various ‘zones’ apart. We did discuss
a bunch of ways to block off the zone that wasn’t being used,
and we ended up using an unused player color on the cities.
But I had an idea that I might have to try next time.....
Create a cutout of foam core that matches the zone.
Unfortunately this requires a lot of work. You need to have
cutouts for each zone, for each Map! If I played the same map
every time, that might work, but unfortunately, almost every
game seems to be on a new map....
A couple of games that do it right are...

Afterwards, though, I started to reconsider my position, and
realized I had done both him and my fellow gamers a potential
disservice.

Freedom the Underground Railroad’s slave catcher pawns
are both different colours and different shapes. It was a great
touch that made this game very playable.

Even if I can tell them apart, that doesnt mean that it will
work for everyone. I think anything that is solely separated by
colours, needs to have something else to tell them apart.

Sticheln - a great trick taking game - uses different artwork on
their different coloured suits to allow me to tell them apart.
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Game Spotlight
This is an area for a variety of game specific content. Game reviews, session reports, strategy articles, or various tips & tricks for a
particular game. As members submit input, this section will contain a variety of articles pertaining to a variety of games.

The Magic
Labyrinth
by Chad Boudreau
Designer: Dirk Baumann
Publisher: Drei Magier Spiele
The Magic Labyrinth is the cleverest and most enjoyable game for children in my family’s game collection. Players are young
magician apprentices searching for objects in a maze with invisible walls. Since the walls can’t be seen, players must rely on their
memory to successfully navigate the maze and collect the objects required to win.
The game is clever because of its design. The maze is built by attaching wooden walls into a slotted board. On top of this board
is placed the game board itself, upon which are the symbols representing lost objects like a cat, mouse, wand, etc. When the top
is added the maze below cannot be seen. The magicians are high quality wooden pawns at the bottom of which are magnets.
The game setup is completed by affixing a magnetic ball to your apprentice through the game board. Now as you move around
the board if your apprentice crosses an unseen wooden wall the magnetic connection breaks, the ball drops, rolls to an edge of
the board where it can be retrieved, and you must return to your starting position. In this way, the maze is revealed as players
move and encounter the out of sight walls, and that is where memory comes into play! Only by remembering where the walls
lie will you be able to successfully collect the five objects you need to win.
Gaming with younglings can be a lot of fun but some children’s games are designed solely with children in mind. Such games
can be tiresome for more experienced gamers. I play the likes of Mouse Trap with my youngsters because of the quality time,
not the challenge.
Then there are the games geared for an older audience but perfectly playable by a
younger one. I’ve logged a lot of time with King of Tokyo with my eight and five
year-olds. It’s a blast of a game even though my youngest doesn’t grasp the strategic
possibilities. He just wants to stockpile energy and buy all the cool upgrades for his
monster.
The rare gem, then, is the children’s game designed with a youngster in mind but still
capable of appealing to and challenging the seasoned gamer. The Magic Labyrinth
is one such. The premise and rules are simple. This is your apprentice. These are the
symbols you must collect to win. Move around the board—a dice controls the number
of spaces you can move—and collect each item. The first to collect five is the winner.
The trick is you must remember where those pesky walls lie. Be attentive. Mark the spot
in your mind where your or another player’s ball fell. Find the route. Collect the item.

The trick is you must
remember where
those pesky walls lie.
Be attentive.”

And since you build the maze before each game begins, the layout possibilities are immense. If you find it too difficult you can
use fewer walls. Want more of a challenge? Add more walls.
Clever.
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Don’t
Apologize
for Playing
Sorry!
by Tom Caldwell
Designer: William Henry Storey
Publisher: Parker Brothers
Years ago I saw a standup comic who dared the audience to name any board game. His joke about Sorry! was that the game
apologized before you even played it. There is no need to apologize, as this is a fun game for kids and adults alike, and it offers
a variety of modes to keep the players interested.
Sorry! is based on Pachisi, and was registered as a trade mark in England in 1929. Parker brothers started selling the game in
the USA in 1934. I feel a historical connection to the game as we own a board from that early era, on which my Dad played as a
child against my Great-Grandfather.
2 to 4 players aged 6 and up can play. The goal is to move your 4 pawns from Start to Home before anyone else does. There are
60 squares around the board, as well as safe zones. Your moves are determined by the cards you draw. Play a 1 or 2 card and
you can move from Start onto the game board. The 5, 8 or 12 cards move you forward, and the 7 can be split between two of
your pawns. A 4 moves you back 4, and the 10 moves you forward 10 or back 1.
Don’t worry about memorizing the moves, as each card explains the options. The real fun starts when you play the Sorry! card
which allows you to replace any opponents pawn in play and send them back to Start. Don’t forget to say Sorry!
The regular rules have each player draw a card, play it, then discard it.
We like to play the 5 cards-in-hand version. Your game starts with each player being dealt 5 cards, and one pawn out of their
Start. This version allows strategy. You can plot how you plan to play your cards. I recommend that you go for the 2-4-8
sequence which will take your pawn from Start to Home in two plays if played correctly. Playing a 2 gets your pawn out of Start
and gives you a second turn free.
Wikipedia offers some other game variations. The game retails for about $20.
I hope you enjoy playing this game.

Laugh Track

Laugh and the world laughs “with” you. Play Monopoly and the world laughs “at” you.*
This months laugh is brought to you by: Dyson Yobb
* We are just kidding about Monopoly.

Games are fun, sometimes
games are even funny. That
is what this section is for.
Do you have a funny game
related story or picture to
share? Send it in and share it
with others.
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Kickstarter Corner
by Nicole Persram

The Kickstarter Corner is a thread under the SaskGames Forum dedicated to current, upcoming and past Kickstarter
crowdsourcing projects. Kickstarter is a platform where users can pledge money towards a project, and if that project meets
its minimum funding goal, the product will be made. There has been a big board game boom on the platform, and it’s a good
opportunity to either get games before they hit retail or to get a lot of extra goodies or promos, while helping fund the games
you are interested in. Show your support to new ideas, new opportunities, and aspiring game creators and go back something
on Kickstarter Corner.
Note: This game has just recently finished it’s kickstarter campaign, while the newsletter was in production, but I still
find the concept of the game and artwork to look really intriguing, and am looking forward to its release in stores. On
that note, I’ve decided to leave this game in the March/April issue of the Kickstarter Corner.
Apex is a dinosaur deck-building game where you play as one of five apex predators competing for territory. Each playable apex
predator has their own style deck. Apex is a very brutal environment and the game will try to kill you. The goal is not only to
survive but to dominate the competition. You must fight off other competing predators to control territories and win. The game
will feature 50+ dinosaurs and 8+ territories with each territory having its own territorial boss that you must defeat to dominate
the territory. The game supports single play or 5+ players.
Apex cards are the different playable classes of apex
predators. Whatever dinosaur you choose is only
available to you. The idea is to build up your species
and to kill off the other competing apex predators.
Each apex predator starts the game with four
hatchlings and a juvenile in your deck (as well as four
Carcass Cards and one Large Carcass card). During
the game you must purchase hatched Apex Cards
from your nest in order to expand your population.
These hatched Apex Cards consist of six different
types of cards ranging from very common cards to
two rare cards that can attack other players when
played.
Prey Cards are basically your resources of the game
that you must hunt in order to use to purchase your
Apex cards and Evolve Cards. The more players, the
more prey on the table. Once you hunt a Prey Card,
you take it back to your nest where they stockpile
until eaten/used. Unused Prey Cards in your nest can
be played any round you choose.
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Once you hunt all the prey in a territory, you take on
the Boss. They can change the outcome of a game in
a flash. The boss battles are based on a round system
of its own. Each player will play their hand and must
have a hunt value high enough to attack the boss. If
they can then they deal a wound to the boss. If the
player has three hunt value more than needed then
they deal Severe Trauma, causing it to bleed out
quickly. Each wound weakens him by lowering the
amount of hunt value required to attack him further.
If the player fails, the boss attacks them instead! The
boss can be eliminated by dealing a certain amount
of wounds to it. If players fail to defeat the boss the
territory cannot be dominated and the player who
activated the boss is eliminated.
Evolve Cards help you grow stronger, protect you
from things that are designed to kill you, and allow
you to attack other players as well. You purchase
these with hunted Prey Cards or Carcass Cards played
in your hand. All evolution cards have their strengths
and weaknesses. For example, the evolution card
titled ‘Accelerated Growth’ will double the hunt
value of your Hatchling cards. This card is great for
boosting your early game but will quickly slow you
down as soon as you hit mid game when it becomes
less useful and ends up taking up one of your slots.
The Apex environment is brutal and will kill your
dinosaur population off quickly if you’re not
prepared. There are different types of wound cards
including Severe Trauma and Viral Infections. All
Wound Cards weaken you and some will continue
to weaken you until you heal from them or die. Most
wounds can be avoided by making good decisions
and playing Evolve Cards. Only the strong will
survive.
EE Cards (Environment Effect) are in their own special
deck and act as a game timer. After every round, a
new EE Card is played that affects all players. They
can be positive or negative and there is a wide range
of cards and effects they have. There is also a final
game ending card that also varies in effects. This can
be a final ultimate boss or an extinction event. At the
end of a round when you draw an new EE Card, the
last one played is placed on the bottom of the deck
so players don’t know when the game ending card
is coming.
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Battletech/Mechwarrior
by Lance Mathew

Advanced Combat and Maneuvering Skills Project
aka the Gunslinger Program

Back in the 1980’s is when I first began my personal experience with Battletech; yes – I am that ancient. To be honest the core
rules have changed little over my lifetime but the weapon lists have grown dramatically over the game’s time periods. When
I first began playing the time period was circa 3027 CE and events like the Fourth Succession War, the Clan Invasion, and the
Jihad had yet to come to pass. However, there were vague stories about the fallen Star League, heroes like General Kerensky,
and villains like the Usurper Stefan Amaris. Recently, in the last year, Catalyst Game Labs/Topps have flushed out those stories
that I had imagined and brought them to life.
The Advanced Combat and Maneuvering Skills Project aka the Gunslinger
Program , (for you and I - imagine Top Gun for walking tanks) was the back story
for Solaris VII’s dueling arenas. From Top Gun to Gladiator with Battlemechs!
How could you go wrong? With that as the back drop and the first mission I have
strung together the final years of the SLDF (Star League Defense Force) – the
largest army ever (in the Battletech universe) – for my cabal of ‘Mechwarriors to
wade their ‘Mechs into.
Last Tuesday I had a new inductee into our Battletech gaming group and I took
him through the initial paces by starting him off as the latest member of the
Gunslinger Program. We will call him - James (cause that is his name).
James selected a Thunderbolt Batlemech to play, which he allowed me to alter
into a Royal (Terran Hegemony variant) for him. The T-bolt fared well by easily
dropping a Panther, then a Jenner, then a Centurion, but James struggled with
the AC/20 (autocannon 20) wielding Hunchback.

James attempted to focus the targeting reticule for his Thunderbolt’s extended
range particle projectile cannon on to the evading Hunchback that moved ever
dangerously closer to his position. He squeezed the ER PPC’s firing stud sending
man-made lighting at his fellow Gunslinger student/opponent – narrowly
missing! However, the return fire was devastating – knocking his Thunderbolt off
it’s feet…”

After the dust had settled and a quick critique of the Royal Thunderbolt - James was ready for the next session of the
SLDF Campaign: Operation Chieftan (liberation of the Terran Hegemony).
James will return!
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The

Yardmaster’s
Report
by Tyler McLaughlin
Train games are a very interesting niche
of our hobby. There are a significant
number of games in the genre of varying
styles and complexity. There are also a
number of passionate hobbyists that
specialize in this genre. This column
will feature the stylistic musings of
Tyler McLaughlin from Medicine Hat.
He will keep you “on track” with any
information you need on train games.

Train-a-holics
Anonymous
*As he walked up to the podium, you
could tell right away that this boy had
hit the steam pipe pretty hard.*
“Hello everyone, my name is Tyler. I’m
31years old and I play train games.”
“HI TYLER!!!!”
“Look, before I get too far into this, I just
want to say that I don’t really have a
problem, O.K. I’m here to get my friends
to realize I don’t as well. They think what
I do is unhealthy, but I have this under
control.” Rubs left shoulder up and
dow with open palm*
A voice from beside the stage says
something kind of muffled
“Huh?!? Oh, yeah, I’m clean right now.
Well, I mean, I’m still using, but, you
know, it’s under control. I mean, I started
out with Age of Steam, right? They call
it a gateway game, but that stuff is
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pretty hard, man. Have you ever played
the Ireland Map? God Damn! But that’s
how it started...... Pushing cubes. It felt
like a Euro, you know? But then, you
need an Expansion. Then another, then
another. Next thing you know, you’re up
till 3:00 in the morning with some other
degenerate scumbags trying to figure
out The Sun Map and thinking back to
when you used to just play the Crayon
Rails stuff..... Those were simpler times.”
“If I had to go back to the Very, Very
beggining, it all started when I was
using Iron Dragon and Empire Builder.
There was just something about the
route building and pick up and deliver
mechanism that really grabbed me, you
know? I remember the look on the clerk
at the game store’s face when I told him
I had stolen crayons from my kids to
play.... I had reached a new low.” *Does
a poor job of concealing a heavy sob*
“....... Sorry guys, I just..... O.K., well, that’s

when I found Age of Steam. The second
Warfrog Edition, not that pussy Steam
crap the kids are using these days. It was
harsh, but I liked the way it made me
feel abused and worthless. I’m a bit of a
masochist, I guess. All Train Gamers are
deep down really. *lights a cigarrette,
draws deeply* It wasn’t long after that
I was at a party and a buddy of mine
had some Texas and Pacific, you know,
that 2-4 player Winsome offering? I had
never seen a Winsome game before.
The graphics and presentation were so
terrible it was cute, but the gameplay
was so..... good. I came to appreciate the
Spartan design of the thing, sometimes
there’s just so much to think about that
simple graphics can really help you
focus on what matters.”
“Anyway, there was a bit of a blood
feud, between the Guys producing Age
of Steam and the Winsome Guy, John I
think. I ended up on the Age of Steam
side of the tracks, heh, you see what I
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did there? Anyone? Alright then, I guess,
um, the next thing that happened,
was I was on a trip to Edmonton with
a friend and I found a copy of 1856.
My travelling companion told me to
be careful with it, but I didn’t listen. I
thought I could handle myself, I mean, I
can, but I had never done anything like
this. There pretty much were no Other
games after that. It’s like being on three
games at once, what a rush! Anyway, it
started out small, I found some of the
more comercially available offerings,
1853 had just been re-printed, Prune
had a cleaned up second edition of
1860 on the shelves. My freinds all said
a quiet goodbye to the man they once
knew who could patiently tolerate
the pablum they were subjecting
themselves too. I was hooked. I needed
every session to be a drop-kick-to-theface financial slug-fest.”

“I guess I started to understand what
my friends were concerned about
when I started to troll Japanesse Game
stores until I could find a purveyor who
could speak english who was willing
to do the leg work on getting a copy of
18NK shipped to me. That stuff costs a
premium, but Oh Man.... It took some
time, but I ended up with copies of
18NK, 18SS, 18SY AND 1891..... I thought
I should maybe slow down, take a break
for a bit, you know, collect myself. But
then one of my orders at Deep Thought
games came to queue after 11 months
of waiting and I shelled out another
350$ for 4 more titles......”
“ I now sit on over seventy18xx titles,
Just about every Winsome game ever
made, about 20 crayon rails titles and
probably 40 other random things. Hell,
I bought Trains and that is the least
trainy train game I’ve ever played! It’s a

friggin Dominion clone! But there was a
picture of a train on the box.... You know,
standing up here, saying all this to you
guys, it really does kind of make me
think there might be a problem..... Right
now, I’m only playing choo choo’s about
once a week and there’s a monthly meet
up I do, but that’s it. Well, I did also play
18C2C over Christmas. I heard the kids
enjoyed their gifts.....”
“All the same, thanks for listening. I just
try to take it one day at a time, one foot
in front of the other, you know. You
gotta buy all the two trains before you
can buy the three’s.....
*leaves the stage to scattered
applause*
- Addendum – Tyler was found dead
3 weeks after his first and only T.A.
Meeting. He had bled to death from
rubbing the plastic Ticket to Ride trains
on his gums. Not a pretty way to go.
First, wargames generally have
smaller print runs than most any other
category of game. In this day and age,
a very popular wargame will sell in
the thousands. In comparison a very
popular Euro will have sales in the tens
of thousands, a true hit game will hit
five figures, and Monopoly consistently
sells in six figures annually (over 275
million copies since its inception in
1935 according to Hasbro).

Welcome to this month’s column! This time around I would like address a frequently
asked question, usually phrased something along the lines of “Help, I’m new to
wargaming and would like a recommendation for an introductory game”.

The implication is that if there is a game
you end up liking, it’s quite possible that
you’ll have a hard time getting a copy
for yourself. If you like Ticket to Ride,
you can find it in many local retailers,
or even order it online (with overnight
delivery if you want). If you like that
wargame you were just introduced to,
it may not be in print at the moment,
with no guarantees of a reprint. GMT
Games, currently the biggest wargame
publisher around, does its best to keep
its best selling games in print, but the
smaller publishers might only ever
print a game once and then you’re
relying on eBay to find a copy, often at
inflated prices.

This question is one that is near and dear to me, as I would love to see more people
playing wargames. At the same time, this is difficult question to answer. Unlike
the notional gateway Euro game, where people will inevitably list off games like
Ticket to Ride, Settlers of Catan, Carcassonne, and many others, wargames have fewer
games that fall into that category. There are a few reasons for that.

Second, wargames are based in some
kind of well-structured reality. Now,
this reality might drift into the realm
of fantasy (War of the Rings, based
on Tolkien’s books) or science fiction

Caution:
May Contain
Wargame-like Substance

by Roger Leroux
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(Star Fleet Battles, based on Star Trek),
but generally the games are rooted in
past events. The most popular topic
for wargames by far is World War II,
and in particular anything to do with
the Eastern Front. That said, you could
find games on almost any subject, from
the ancient Greeks and even earlier to
hypothetical near term conflicts, or the
aforementioned fictional games.

minutes I can teach someone the basics
about how to fly their plane in the air
and the game is on! Whether you want
to keep it simple or get into the serious
detail is entirely at your discretion. There
are also both Star Wars and Star Trek
takes on the system if Snoopy isn’t your
thing.

Being grounded in a structured reality,
each game will have been designed
somewhere along the continuum of
game vs. simulation. It is of course
impossible to simulate the reality of
combat and armies clashing with just
cardboard and paper, but the game has
to at least plausibly give you the sense
of the kinds of decisions and challenges
you face to reach the objectives your
side has in the game. Furthermore,
the game needs to give each side the
opportunity to win. We all know how
the Alamo turned out for the Texan
defenders, so part of the designer’s job is
to figure out how to make it interesting
for the players to play out the scenario
where both players have a roughly even
chance at winning the game.

Manoeuvre
This game is less wargame than
war themed game, but it’s set in the
Napoleonic era, and has eight armies
and 24 map tiles in the box. To play you
only need two armies and four map
tiles, so you can easily have four teams
playing at the same time with one set.
The armies all have slightly different
capabilities, represented both in the
units in play and the deck of cards you
use to attack and defend. A game plays
in about 45 mintues, so you can have
several sessions in an evening. The
game relies on orthogonal movement
on an 8x8 grid, so if you’ve ever played
chess, some of the tropes of positioning
your units for best effect will definitely
come into play here. An expansion
adding four armies and some map tiles
is coming within a year.

Third, wargamers tend to be particular
about the kinds of games they will play.
If you have a particularly strong interest
in the American Civil War, then I would
be a poor opponent for you because the
period holds pretty much no interest to
me – make no mistake, there are some
simply amazing games on the subject.
I’d just rather play something else.

Fading Glory
This is a set of four games from the
Victory Point Games’ Napoleonic 20
series repackaged by GMT for a really
good price. These are elegant, complete
with the canonical standards that
defined war games for decades: hexes,
counters, zones of control, and combat
results tables.

So where does this leave us with our
introductory game quest? It’s not a
hopeless mission!
Allow me to point you to some of
my favourite games that are simple,
accessible, and most importantly, games
you can enjoy even once you become a
grognard.
Wings of Glory
This World War I dogfighting game has
a great visual appeal on the table, and
is a rare wargame in that you can have
multiple players. One of my local game
shops once held an introductory event
where eighteen people were playing at
the same time! The game can be made
as simple or complex as you like. In five
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Julius Caesar
Block games are a genre of wargame
where your units are hidden from view
from your opponent so they’ll know
where they are, but can’t ever be certain
how strong they are. This game has a
brisk tempo and has a straightforward
system that is an ideal jumping in point
for block games. Columbia Games has
been around for over forty years and
has published some classic titles such as
Quebec, 1759 and may be best known
for their tour de force EastFront and
their most popular game, Hammer of
the Scots.
Ogre/G.E.V
Ogre was originally released in 1976 and

was the first of the MicroGame series
from MetaGaming. The sequel was a
game called G.E.V., and is arguably the
better game of the two. Steve Jackson
Games had an enormously successful
Kickstarter campaign and late last
year released a 28lb behemoth that
combined the two into one completely
over the top package. It’s as much
game kit as game, so you can play the
scenarios included in the game or make
up your own. Like Wings of Glory, you
can make the game as complex as you
like, or keep things simple with the
basic capture the flag Ogre game. While
the Designer Edition at $100 MSRP is
probably more than most people would
risk over an introductory wargame, I
mention it here for two reasons. One,
there ought to be a lot of earlier editions
for sale at a reasonable price on eBay
and elsewhere. Two, SJG is re-releasing
the classic pocket edition of Ogre later
this year for the original 1976 price of
$2.95. There won’t be many so you’ll
have to be quick, but for less than the
price of a fancy coffee you can get one
of the classic wargames.
In addition to these games, there are
some great resources on BGG that can
help you into the realm of wargames.
The first is a geeklist from user
hungadunga from 2009, which is as
fresh and relevant today as it was then
– Wargames??? YES YOU CAN! This
covers some of the basics about how
wargames work.
Another is a great review about a free
introductory game that also includes
lessons on the basics of hex and counter
games from user Pete Belli – A common
sense review for people who have
never played a military strategy game.
Last but not least, there is a metalist,
the Wargamer’s Guide to Wargaming
Geeklists. This references almost 250
geeklists covering various specific
wargame genres, subgenres, and
favourites. There’s something to please
and offend everyone there!
Wargames offer some of the most
interesting board gaming experiences.
I hope that you’ll find something to
tempt you.
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It Came from the Geek

by Matt Robertson

www.BoardGameGeek.com is an incredibly useful website devoted to games and the people who play them. It can be a very
hard site to navigate though and that is where this part of the newsletter comes in. Each issue we will highlight a part of
the Geek you might find interesting and useful. BGG is a veritable goldmine of information, if you do not currently have an
account, you may want to set one up.

BGG Con
The folks at BoardGameGeek host a fantastic gathering every year in Dallas. This occurs in November each year. They have
created an incredible gaming convention that is very welcoming to people new to the hobby and seasoned gamers alike. Think
of it 2000+ friends coming together for a fun filled event. There are two types of friends in this world, the ones you know, and
the ones you have not met yet. BGG.CON is worth experiencing. Consider making the pilgrimmage if you have not already done
so.
DIY stands for Do It Yourself.
You should know that the term is not only for the home renovation specialist. Boardgame hobbyists have their fair share of DIY
projects. These can range from making your own version of a game from Print & Play files to crafting your own game design
and making all of the prototype components. If these projects interest you, you should check out All the DIY Links You Never
Knew You Needed
Poker chips are not only for poker. Chip sets can be found all over the place these days. They are fairly cheap to buy if you have
not got a set already. Poker chips are a great alternative to paper money in games and can make money handling in games
much more efficient. Have a look at Using Poker Chips as Replacement Money in Games.
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Scotch and Games

By Bart ‘The Chief’ Brunscheen
Dice Tower & Scotch Test Dummies

First, thanks to Bixby (Matt Robertson) for the invitation to contribute.
I don’t collect rocks, stamps or polo ponies. Heck I used to pride myself in the serious collection of nothing and was prideful.
Then in ‘06 TTR bit me and three years later scotch gently put its hand on my shoulder, not too heavy you understand. If you
visit me now, and please do if you find yourself in Wichita Kansas, just eight years later you’ll find over six hundred games and
roughly twelve bottles of fine scotch, ok, ones a little bottom-shelf but it tastes good (think Cards Against Humanity, also on my
shelf ). Neither collection is necessary and both make me reflect. I’ll grace these pages with the occasional article pairing spirit
with cardboard.
Cragganmore is rich with a slight caramelized sweetness, fruity with honeyed notes, it begs to be sipped with a friend over a
game of lost cities. The simplicity of playing a card and drawing a card and the unfolding art design of the cards allows you, if
you let it, to be whisked away to Egypt or the jungles along the Amazon shore. Just the kind of lad or lass who might sit down
with Indy, poor two fingers of Cragganmore and bask in the perfection of a full run two through ten with three handshakes and
clink of glass. I keep coming back to both game and bottle year after year, both timeless and perfect.
A few suggestions for both. Get a good shuffle in on that deck and if you are new to Cragganmore or any scotch for that matter,
add some water to your glass. I prefer just a touch, but I tell people starting out to slowly add water until they can pick up the
flavors without the alcohol being in the way. As you pick up the notes of taste and smell start backing off the water. Oh, and use
a clean glass with a small mouth, makes it easier to nose. More on glassware and nosing in the future.
Some of you may have seen my board game video reviews on the Dice Tower but please check out my scotch reviews with my
best friend at Scotch Test Dummies on YouTube. Please don’t forget to like, comment and subscribe, it really helps us out and
hopefully Scotch Test Dummies gives you a chuckle or two.

The Dice Tower

Scotch Test Dummies

Click HERE to go to
the Youtube Channel

Click HERE to go to
the Youtube Channel
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The
SaskGames
Word Search
You need something more to do
than just read a newsletter. How
about we put you to work with
a Word Search? Find the game
related words below. Can you
find them all? We will not give
you the words to find, only the
following clues:
Find 17 words. 1 is a website, 3
are slogans, and 13 are Classic
Parker Brothers Games.

---

A number of you commented
that you really liked the word
search. We’re glad you like it
and we will try to make sure to
add one each issue. A couple of
people wished we would print
a list of the words. Part of the
challenge is using the theme for
the words to both identify then
find them. To help you out, we
will publish a list of words on the
website for those looking for a
hand. The list will be published
in the New Bulletin Thread HERE
By Matt Robertson
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Call For Volunteers
By Matt Robertson

Would you like to get involved? There are plenty of ways you can help or be a part
of the team. We invite people to be involved with our events, our newsletter, and
the website. Perhaps you like to write, maybe you are great with people and want to
ambassador an event, it could be you like to teach games, or just want to be in the
background supporting what we do. In any case, we would love to hear from you!!!
Send us an email with some information about what you would like to do:
Volunteers@SaskGames.com

About SaskGames
By Matt Robertson
The SaskGames site is primarily in place to promote board games and help
members locate others with similar interests in the Province of Saskatchewan. The
site has a calendar where events can be posted for Public or Private gaming venues.
The public venues can be viewed and accessed by anyone; the private venues are
open to only those members as dictated by the owner of the venue. Each member
will only see the events and postings for venues they have been given access to.
The result is a consolidated calendar which will show a variety of gaming events
occurring in the Province. This will serve to make it easier for people to get involved
in various board game activities that interest them. The site has a section devoted
to various styles of games where players can indicate their interests in particular
games or genres for the purpose of connecting with others who share that interest.
We hope this helps members get some of their favourite games to the table more
often. “Life is Short; Play Games!”

Connect to Us!
Email us:
Info@SaskGames.com
Join us:
www.SaskGames.com
Want Future Issues?
Subscribe Here
Past Issues Available
Here

* OUR MISSION *
(1) Organize gaming in the province of Saskatchewan by having a consolidated
calendar of gaming events.

Newsletter Team
(2) Assist people to connect with other people with similar game interests.
(3) We hope that as word gets out, people who visit Saskatchewan will find it
easier to locate game stores and/or board game events.
SaskGames by the Numbers:
642 Members / 18,193 Posts / 3,278 Topics / 123,525 Page Views Last Month
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